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### Musical Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unicode Code Range</th>
<th>Symbol Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D100 - 1D1FF</td>
<td>Various musical symbols including notes, accidentals, and dynamic markings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Bars
- 1D100: MUSICAL SYMBOL SINGLE BARLINE
- 1D101: MUSICAL SYMBOL DOUBLE BARLINE
- 1D102: MUSICAL SYMBOL FINAL BARLINE
- 1D103: MUSICAL SYMBOL REVERSE FINAL BARLINE
- 1D104: MUSICAL SYMBOL DASHED BARLINE
- 1D105: MUSICAL SYMBOL SHORT BARLINE

### Codas
- 1D106: MUSICAL SYMBOL LEFT REPEAT SIGN
- 1D107: MUSICAL SYMBOL RIGHT REPEAT SIGN
- 1D108: MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEAT DOTS
- 1D109: MUSICAL SYMBOL DAL SEGNO
- 1D10A: MUSICAL SYMBOL DA CAPO
- 1D10B: MUSICAL SYMBOL SEGNO
- 1D10C: MUSICAL CODA

### Figure repetitions
- 1D10D: MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEATED FIGURE-1
- 1D10E: MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEATED FIGURE-2
- 1D10F: MUSICAL SYMBOL REPEATED FIGURE-3

### Holds and pauses
- 1D110: MUSICAL SYMBOL FERMATA
- 1D111: MUSICAL SYMBOL FERMATA BELOW
- 1D112: MUSICAL SYMBOL BREATH MARK
- 1D113: MUSICAL SYMBOL CAESURA

### Staves
- 1D114: MUSICAL SYMBOL BRACE
- 1D115: MUSICAL SYMBOL BRACKET

### Staves brackets
- 1D116: MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE-LINE STAFF
- 1D117: MUSICAL SYMBOL TWO-LINE STAFF
- 1D118: MUSICAL SYMBOL THREE-LINE STAFF
- 1D119: MUSICAL SYMBOL FOUR-LINE STAFF
- 1D11A: MUSICAL SYMBOL FIVE-LINE STAFF
- 1D11B: MUSICAL SYMBOL SIX-LINE STAFF

### Tablature
- 1D11C: MUSICAL SYMBOL SIX-STRING FRETBOARD
- 1D11D: MUSICAL SYMBOL FOUR-STRING FRETBOARD

### Clefs
- 1D11E: MUSICAL SYMBOL G CLEF
- 1D11F: MUSICAL SYMBOL G CLEF OTTAVA ALTA
- 1D120: MUSICAL SYMBOL G CLEF OTTAVA BASSA
- 1D121: MUSICAL SYMBOL C CLEF
- 1D122: MUSICAL SYMBOL F CLEF
- 1D123: MUSICAL SYMBOL F CLEF OTTAVA ALTA
- 1D124: MUSICAL SYMBOL F CLEF OTTAVA BASSA
- 1D125: MUSICAL SYMBOL DRUM CLEF-1
- 1D126: MUSICAL SYMBOL DRUM CLEF-2

### Rest
- 1D129: MUSICAL SYMBOL MULTIPLE MEASURE REST
  - used to represent rests of arbitrary lengths, extending across multiple measures
  - 266D: music flat sign

### Accidentals
- The most common accidentals are encoded in the Miscellaneous Symbols block.
  - 266E: music natural sign
  - 266F: music sharp sign
- 1D12A: MUSICAL SYMBOL DOUBLE SHARP
- 1D12B: MUSICAL SYMBOL DOUBLE FLAT
- 1D12C: MUSICAL SYMBOL FLAT UP
- 1D12D: MUSICAL SYMBOL FLAT DOWN
- 1D12E: MUSICAL SYMBOL NATURAL UP
- 1D12F: MUSICAL SYMBOL NATURAL DOWN
- 1D130: MUSICAL SYMBOL SHARP UP
- 1D131: MUSICAL SYMBOL SHARP DOWN
- 1D132: MUSICAL SYMBOL QUARTER TONE SHARP
- 1D133: MUSICAL SYMBOL QUARTER TONE FLAT

### Time signatures
- 1D134: MUSICAL SYMBOL COMMON TIME
- 1D135: MUSICAL SYMBOL CUT TIME

### Octaves
- 1D136: MUSICAL SYMBOL OTTAVA ALTA
- 1D137: MUSICAL SYMBOL OTTAVA BASSA
- 1D138: MUSICAL SYMBOL QUINDICESIMA ALTA
- 1D139: MUSICAL SYMBOL QUINDICESIMA BASSA

### Rests
- 1D13A: MUSICAL SYMBOL MULTI REST
  - double whole-rest, breve rest
  - 1D129: musical symbol multiple measure rest
- 1D13B: MUSICAL SYMBOL WHOLE REST
  - semibreve rest
- 1D13C: MUSICAL SYMBOL HALF REST
  - minim rest
- 1D13D: MUSICAL SYMBOL QUARTER REST
  - crochet rest
- 1D13E: MUSICAL SYMBOL EIGHTH REST
  - quaver rest
- 1D13F: MUSICAL SYMBOL SIXTEENTH REST
  - semiquaver rest
- 1D140: MUSICAL SYMBOL THIRTY-SECOND REST
  - demisemiquaver rest
- 1D141: MUSICAL SYMBOL SIXTY-FOURTH REST
  - hemidemisemiquaver rest
- 1D142: MUSICAL SYMBOL ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-EIGHTH REST
  - semihemidemisemiquaver rest, quasihemidemisemiquaver rest

### Noteheads
- 1D143: MUSICAL SYMBOL X NOTEHEAD
- 1D144: MUSICAL SYMBOL PLUS NOTEHEAD
- 1D145: MUSICAL SYMBOL CIRCLE X NOTEHEAD
- 1D146: MUSICAL SYMBOL SQUARE NOTEHEAD WHITE
- 1D147: MUSICAL SYMBOL SQUARE NOTEHEAD BLACK
- 1D148: MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD UP WHITE
- 1D149: MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD UP BLACK
- 1D14A: MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD LEFT WHITE
- 1D14B: MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD LEFT BLACK
- 1D14C: MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD RIGHT WHITE
- 1D14D: MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIANGLE NOTEHEAD RIGHT BLACK
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Mensural notes
The following range is specific to Mensural notation.

Mensural rests
1D1C1 MUSICAL SYMBOL LONGA PERFECTA REST
1D1C2 MUSICAL SYMBOL LONGA IMPERFECTA REST
1D1C3 MUSICAL SYMBOL BREVIS REST
1D1C4 MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIBREVIS REST
1D1C5 MUSICAL SYMBOL MINIMA REST
1D1C6 MUSICAL SYMBOL SEMIMINIMA REST

Mensural prolations
1D1C7 MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS PERFECTUM CUM PROLLATIONE PERFECTA
1D1C8 MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS PERFECTUM CUM PROLLATIONE IMPERFECTA
1D1C9 MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS PERFECTUM CUM PROLLATIONE PERFECTA DIMINUTION-1
1D1CA MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLLATIONE PERFECTA
1D1CB MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLLATIONE IMPERFECTA DIMINUTION-1
1D1CD MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLLATIONE IMPERFECTA DIMINUTION-2
1D1CE MUSICAL SYMBOL TEMPUS IMPERFECTUM CUM PROLLATIONE IMPERFECTA DIMINUTION-3

Miscellaneous symbol
1D1CF MUSICAL SYMBOL CROIX

Gregorian notation
The following range is specific to Gregorian notation.

Clefs
1D1D0 MUSICAL SYMBOL GREGORIAN C CLEF
1D1D1 MUSICAL SYMBOL GREGORIAN F CLEF

Accidental
1D1D2 MUSICAL SYMBOL SQUARE B

Notes
1D1D3 MUSICAL SYMBOL VIRGA
1D1D4 MUSICAL SYMBOL PODATUS
1D1D5 MUSICAL SYMBOL CLIVIS
1D1D6 MUSICAL SYMBOL SCANDICUS
1D1D7 MUSICAL SYMBOL CLIMACUS
1D1D8 MUSICAL SYMBOL TORCULUS
1D1D9 MUSICAL SYMBOL PORRECTUS
1D1DA MUSICAL SYMBOL PORRECTUS FLEXUS
1D1DB MUSICAL SYMBOL SCANDICUS FLEXUS
1D1DC MUSICAL SYMBOL TORCULUS RESUPINUS
1D1DD MUSICAL SYMBOL PES SUBPUNCTIS

Kievan notation
The following range is specific to Kievan notation.

Clef
1D1DE MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN C CLEF
• Tsefaut (do or fa) clef

Ornamentation
1D1DF MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN END OF PIECE

Notes
1D1E0 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN FINAL NOTE
• nominal note located between the two rectangles
1D1E1 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN RECITATIVE MARK
• nominal note located between the two rectangles
1D1E2 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN WHOLE NOTE
• nominal note located between the two rectangles
1D1E3 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN HALF NOTE
1D1E4 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN QUARTER NOTE STEM DOWN
### Musical Symbols

1D1E5 人身 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN QUARTER NOTE STEM UP
1D1E6 人身 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN EIGHTH NOTE STEM DOWN
- nominal note located on the top diamond
1D1E7 人身 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN EIGHTH NOTE STEM UP

**Accidental**
1D1E8 人身 MUSICAL SYMBOL KIEVAN FLAT SIGN

**Iranian notation**
The following range is specific to Iranian classical music.

**Accidentals for quarter tones**
1D1E9 人身 MUSICAL SYMBOL SORI
1D1EA 人身 MUSICAL SYMBOL KORON